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Understanding original Divine Intent and Purpose; helps us to understand all things.  Our Eternal 

Creator; decided to make Creation for the Purpose of Fellowshipping/Communing with His Creation; 

Uniting With it in Purity and Holiness forever and ever.  It is Divine Will and Purpose for His Creation to 

exist harmoniously not only with each other, but with Him forever and ever.  However, certain creatures 

He made, chose/choose NOT to do so; but rather to hate, to murder, to do every kind of evil and 

wickedness; these are NOT in fellowship with Him or others; but are bent on death and destruction.  As 

such those who by free will choose/chose to do so wickedly and want nothing to do with our Holy 

Creator; but to destroy His Creation and do so without repentance; are not only separated from 

knowing and communing with our Creator at present; but will be permanently separated from Him and 

the Rest of Creation by being perpetually confined in the Lake of Fire; which is the manifestation of 

Divine Wrath and Vengeance for having set themselves to do every kind of evil to His Own Children and 

His Own Creation.  It is permanent arrest of deceivers, rapists, robbers, murderers, child abusers, and 

every wicked imagination and deed that has ever existed.  For the rest of humanity and creation, not 

only can we presently unite with our Creator as He intends and fellowship with Him now; but we will do 

so forever as the rest of Creation becomes filled with His Glory and Virtues and Paradise becomes 

manifest throughout the universe; except where those who do evil; without repentance, will be 

confined (the Lake of Fire).  In the manifestation of these things we observe what we think of as events 

in time and space. For the Eternal Creator, these are all just states of being in Eternity.  From our 

incarnate perspectives the duration of these things have a Beginning and an End and a measureable 

amount of time in between.  Genesis Ch.1 and the rest of the Scriptures define that measurable amount 

of time and how the End will reflect the Divine Intent of the Beginning. 

  

I hear of those who think the "days" in Genesis refer to 24 hour periods; and is only talking about things 

long past; not moment by moment manifestations; but I think they would find it difficult to explain how 

seven twenty-four hour periods fit into just one twenty-four hour 

period.  http://biblehub.com/genesis/2-4.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/2-4.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/2-2.htm  and http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/2-

1.htm  

  

If Genesis is only talking of things past, already done, then we either have to conclude that everyone 

pre-exists before they are born or incarnate (which many of these same persons refuse to acknowledge 

who think that Genesis is talking about events long ago rather than the duration of Creation; the process 

of what our Creator thinks of (Creates) and then manifests (makes visible in space over "time").  The 

same word for day is used for the seven days as the one day in which all generations of the heavens and 
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earth come into and have their being.  So to be consistent; if you are going to call those "days" of 

Genesis chapter 1: "24 hour periods"; ALL of them, then you are attempting to somehow cram 7-24 hour 

periods into one-24 hour period.  It is as obvious as newborns that come into being every moment of 

every day, that this perspective of understanding Genesis is an incorrect one (7 literal 24 hour periods of 

events long ago).  But when we find the definitions in our Creator's Record given to us of "days" and of 

all terms; it all makes perfect sense.   If the basis of your interpretation is so obviously flawed, find the 

correct one(s).  For example, by this same error, these persons conclude that the universe and the world 

is but 6000 years old or so; but even by their obvious misunderstanding of Genesis they would be left to 

explain much with very little to go on based on their false premises.  Like when did Lucifer and the 

angels come into being? If they say it was one of the 24 hour periods, then Lucifer and the fallen angels, 

demons and devils, were but hours old, or days old at best when they became satan and dark, foul and 

unclean spirits.  And but days old, entered into the Garden of Eden, seduced Eve, and thereafter the 

daughters of mankind, to create the nephelim and rephaim.  In just a few days of existence, they had 

knowledge of music, of cosmetics, of metallurgy, of genetics, of all the many arts and sciences AND how 

to use them for doing evil.  Furthermore, they would have to account for how Adam named ALL the 

creatures on earth http://biblehub.com/genesis/2-19.htm in just a few hours or days at most (before He 

was even cast out of the Garden of Eden) and how without even the knowledge of darkness, he would 

be aware of 24 hour periods.  (the Garden of Eden had no night, death, darkness, sorrow, weakness, 

fatigue, etc. and I can tell you as a result there is no sense of time there from personal experience.)  

They would have to explain all these things to hold onto such a view.  Holding that Genesis Ch.1 is 

talking about 7 literal 24 hour periods of events that transpired long ago, whether thousands of years or 

longer, is not a supportable view or interpretation.  Keep in mind our Creator tells us He created ALL 

these things BEFORE they were MADE manifest in the earth (so the manifestation of Creation; which is 

the Genesis Account occurs with the passage of "time"). http://biblehub.com/psalms/90-

2.htm and  http://biblehub.com/genesis/2-5.htm  Some try to think the two accounts of Genesis Ch. 1 

and Ch. 2 are describing the same thing and so then they find those who go AHAH! plants before man or 

man before plants and claim a contradiction because of these 

misunderstandings. http://creationanswers.net/goodies/BN_crcontradict.pdf  When Genesis Ch. 1 is but 

a Table of Contents of all Creation, all things that will become manifest in Space over Time, and Genesis 

Ch. 2 begins with the details of HOW that occurred/occurs.  Genesis Ch. 1 is describing an overview of all 

Creation; Genesis Ch. 2 begins with the methodology of How Creation became/becomes manifest; 

absolutely no contradiction(s); just misunderstandings. 

  

Is it possible for God to have shown Adam all Creation and inquired of His Responses to each in a matter 

of seconds by Divine Revelations; sure; but my point here is that one would still have a difficult time 

convincing me that they know with absolute certainty; how much time elapsed from the first visible 

matter in the universe to the point the earth was ready to be inhabited, how much time elapsed from 

when the time Adam was brought into existence (and he named every creature) until the time Eve was 

brought into existence (if you are thinking "EASY, both of them were brought into existence within the 

24 hour period of the 6th day; then you are still left to explain how your view of 7-24 hour periods were 
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crammed into 1-24 hour period (Gen 2:1-5)), how much time elapsed in the Garden of Eden BEFORE 

they fell and were cast out, how much time elapsed from when Lucifer came into existence, until he and 

all his followers became dark, evil, wicked spirits, of satanil and his devils, etc.  We can count the years 

from when Adam and Eve were cast out of the Garden of Eden into this dark and fallen, cursed world; by 

the biblical details given of such generations; but I personally think no one can accurately determine 

how much "time", or years passed in Creation, PRIOR to Adam and Eve being cast out of the Garden of 

Eden; simply by reading the contents of the common, compiled 66 books of the Holy Bible.  (And frankly 

with all that is happening in current events, I think it rather unimportant comparatively).  Since we have 

written details of what has transpired on earth since the fall of Adam and Eve; it seems to me that our 

Creator intends for us to focus on those details; (using the history of mankind applied to our present day 

to day living); rather than imaginations and doubtful disputations of how long visible Creation of time 

and space has been.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OltULVOaJtg  There are accounts such as the 

Book of Enoch, Secrets of Enoch, and others that tell more specifically of all these things, and I find those 

who think the 7 days in Genesis 1, are 7-24 hour periods, universally ignore those accounts because they 

contradict such misinterpretation(s).  So what would be a correct way (of the many) of looking at 

Genesis Ch. 1?  I suggest that one sound method for truthful, accurate understanding is accomplished by 

FINDING THE DEFINITION OF TERMS GIVEN TO US BY OUR CREATOR IN THE HOLY SCRIPTURES 

THEMSELVES. 

  

I reiterate, I am NOT saying that Genesis is not overtly discussing the fact that our Creator brought all 

things; ALL things visible and invisible into existence.  I am saying more particularly, it is discussing the 

length of the duration from Beginning to End, the fall of mankind unto the manifestation of the 

Redemption of Mankind, that with the passage of time all things come full circle; such that in the End it 

is manifest what our Creator INTENDED from the Beginning; irrespective of those who chose to war 

against Him.  That in the interim, our Creator, has determined a fixed period of time for the 

manifestation of those who are FAITHFUL to Him from those who are NOT, and that is the separation of 

the Light and the darkness, the wheat from the tares, the SEED of GOD, sons of men, from the seed of 

the serpent, sons of belial, the sheep from the goats, etc. etc. and they meet on this Battlefield of this 

bloody world that is passing away; consumed by the Fire of Truth!  Wars are determined unto the End 

and the last of the wicked spirits are permanently confined in the Lake of Fire.  When the scriptures talk 

of ALL things must be fulfilled; it means ALL things, ALL the manifestations written in Genesis throughout 

the scriptures.  Genesis is an overview and Revelation is a recap of the duration of events from 

Beginning to End; specifically with regards to the history of mankind and the destination of every soul to 

abide peacefully with our Creator or to be cast into the Lake of Fire, permanently confined as one of His 

self-proclaimed enemies, by following wickedness, selfishness, pride, greed and every vice.  Like the self-

deluded lucifer who became satanil, his followers are also self-deluded; and cannot be reasoned with; 

only arrested.  They will NEVER repent of their evil ways; who take pleasure in their evil ways, are the 

MANIFESTATION of the falling away, and their leaders that sow death and destruction; especially against 

the Children of the Most High God, our Creator, are the heads of the beast, anti-christs on earth.  There 

is no harmony or peace between devils and angels, between the children of the anti-christ filled with the 
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spirit of error and those who KNOW and LOVE the One True God, our Creator.  If the Children of the 

Most High do not arrest and confine such wicked persons, then the Children of the Most High God suffer 

because these wicked persons are loose; seeking to destroy them all.  Until "Jews", "Christians" and all 

sane citizens who esteem Truth and Virtues on the planet, realize that DEVILS HATE THEM, WANT TO 

MURDER THEM, CANNOT BE REASONED WITH, ARE NOT RATIONAL AT ALL, BUT ARE SELF-DELUDED 

FOOLS WHO WANT TO ANNIHILATE EVERY MENTION OF GOD AND RIGHTEOUSNESS, then all who 

remain naive will only be victimized by these wicked devils loose on planet earth.  YOU MUST FIGHT 

BACK AND ARREST THEM ALL UNTIL THE RETURN OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOR; OR YOU WILL BE 

MALTREATED AND SLAUGHTERED BY THEM; FORCED TO RUN AND HIDE FROM GENOCIDAL MANIACS 

OUT OF CONTROL.  These wicked persons are NOT "lost sinners" they are those who with INTENT HATE 

GOD KNOWINGLY and HATE all who Love Him.  They are bloody, violent, deceitful and delight in every 

kind of vice and wickedness and have no desire whatsoever to repent.  They are insane, irrational, 

cannot be persuaded by even supernatural miracles, they knowingly with malice and intent HATE GOD 

and every form of righteousness.  They are so self-deluded and arrogant that they think they can war 

against GOD ALMIGHTY and the IMMORTAL HEAVENLY HOST that have more POWER than all the suns in 

the universe combined; they are so incredibly deranged that they think they can win!  They DON'T think 

they will be confined in the Lake of Fire; instead they think by murdering Christ and Christians, they can 

rid themselves of the restraints that keep them from turning earth into hell itself, with every kind of evil 

done day and night without consequence. (All in their deluded thinking)  I know these things, not only 

because I have encountered such wicked individuals, but by Divine Revelations that showed me who 

they are even before they incarnate.  And I tell the Church it is time to face reality; not all people on 

earth are "lost sinners" that can be saved; some are incarnate devils that will never repent no matter 

what is said or done, naturally or supernaturally.  Anytime such persons are encountered, they can be 

legitimately arrested for their crimes against humanity; because all such incarnate devils have 

committed them. 

But back to how Genesis tells us that the duration of darkness on earth has a specific set time 

limit.  http://biblehub.com/interlinear/revelation/13-8.htm  This verse tells us plainly that the Lamb was 

Slain at the Foundation of the World; such that we know that the whole world prior to the Incarnation, 

Life, Death and Resurrection of Christ existed in darkness.  (Spiritually, still undergoing formation, the 

manifestation of the DAY STAR, the Sun of Righteousness who Dawned upon mankind with His 

Incarnation.) http://biblehub.com/2_peter/1-19.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/malachi/4-2.htm  

and http://biblehub.com/1_peter/2-9.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/isaiah/9-2.htm  

and http://www.biblestudytools.com/1-john/5-19-compare.html  

and http://biblehub.com/1_thessalonians/5-5.htm.  

  

I remind you of what our Lord has stated to show you that until the incarnation of Christ, the whole 

world was in darkness; as the Spirit of our Creator moved upon the seas of humanity, selecting a 

prophet(s) at appointed times; but when HE CAME the SUN of Righteousness Appeared such that the 

Day has Dawned, shining into ALL souls (who will receive Him).  That is why the GENERATIONS of 

mankind are all referred to as ONE DAY (there was evening= time of spiritual darkness on earth; 
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followed by morning= time of spiritual enlightenment on earth; thus evening and morning makes ONE 

DAY); that prior to Christ was a time of darkness in which all mankind could not KNOW GOD; save a few 

chosen anointed souls who were filled with His Spirit; the most Prominent of these Messengers 

appeared approximately 500 years apart and would mark times of Divine Deliverance from slavery and 

persecution of those who at least were willing to listen to and read God's Words (the Israelites).  The 

time of Darkness and Night is nearly full spent, when the Bright Day Star Appears in Glory it will be OVER 

as the DAY will be fully manifest and all will then KNOW the LORD our God, our Maker, Ruler of Heaven 

and Earth.  (http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/31-34.htm)  But how are there 7 days in this ONE DAY?  

Again, I refer you back to the Scriptures to understand this.  

  

in the DAY the LORD GOD CREATED AND MADE... = in the AGE (From Beginning to End that the invisible 

thoughts of GOD, the spoken Words of God are MADE manifest (invisible becomes visible, celestial 

beings incarnate, stars shine upon the earth, some lights are extinguished as they fall into wickedness 

(apostasy from our Creator), and yet in this AGE/DAY - Beginning to End we have 7 days/ = 7000 years or 

70 weeks  or the length of Grace and Forgiveness on earth (70 x 7) This is ALL a way of saying That from 

the Beginning (Adam and Eve) of mankind, to the Resurrection/Perfection of mankind(End) There will be 

7 Great Days within that ONE AGE of the Generations of Mankind. http://biblehub.com/psalms/12-

6.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/malachi/3-3.htm  And within the 7th Great Day there will be 7 Trumps, 

Messengers, Angels, Scrolls, Thunders, Vials, Lights, Stars sent from our Creator.  So we have the 1 day = 

1000 years and evening/morning= 1 day that means about every 500 years there are dark beings and 

anti-christs, world empires on earth, and about every 500 years God sends major Prophets, Lights, Stars, 

Deliverance for His People.  So the Egyptian, Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Assyrian, Grecian, Roman 

empires were THESE EVENINGS on earth at the time the Revelation was given to John and ROUGHLY 

gouged out 500 year episodes of darkness (in between the Deliverers/Lights/Stars/Prophets HE would 

send and put an end to such dark evenings), evenings for the Israelis of persecutions, enslavements, and 

grief for sins and rebellion against our Creator.  Or rather I should say, that the continual efforts of the 

spirit of anti-christ to rule the world, oppress, enslave and even destroy God's People altogether 

(darkness, night, evenings on earth) have been broken up approximately every 500 years to indicate a 

time of Morning, Deliverance, Enlightenment, as Lights would be sent by GOD our Creator to shine 

brightly at these intervals.  All through the Books of Judges and Kings we see the cycle that these 

evenings and mornings indicate.  How God's People would be Blessed and so fall into sin, while living in 

luxury unmolested from enemies, and falling into licentiousness, idolatry, idleness, sins and vice, their 

enemies would be encouraged to defeat them in their weakness and would do so. So then God's People 

(those to whom the Word of GOD came), murdered, crushed, oppressed, enslaved would repent and 

mourn and realize their sins had made them weak and susciptible to be ruled by those of the night, of 

darkness and vice. Repenting they would Cry OUT to our CREATOR to SAVE them, Rescue them, Deliver 

them, and Our Merciful Creator would from the ashes of their ruin; raise up Messengers filled with His 

Holy Spirit. The Most Prominent of Such Messengers have appeared approximately every 500 years; 

hence the reason some Sacred Texts refer to these Beings as Phoenixes.  And True to His Word He 
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Provided Abraham (ROUGHLY 2000 B.C.), Moses/Joshua (ROUGHLY 1500 B.C.), David (ROUGHLY 1000 

B.C.) and Daniel (ROUGHLY 500 B.C.)  http://www.oldtestamenthistorytimeline.com/ 

  

Of course we have CHRIST as the Marker between the one evening of darkness, until that Great Morning 

in which now ALL can be enlightened and unite by His Grace and Work with the One True GOD; but He 

also came at a 500 year interval (5500 years) the morning of the 6th Day; as the First Adam (Son of GOD) 

foreshadowed.  Look at the the Apologetics now in print around the year 2000 (7500 years= time of the 

8th Morning; End of the 8th and final evening); some of them have written volumes more prolific than 

all the books written by Messengers of Light in previous generations on earth!  We have more Divinely 

Inspired Literature at this moment in history than all generations previous!  If not for the overspreading 

of so many lies and deceptions; or rather if not for the ignorance of how many have not read the 

volumes of Divinely Inspired Books; especially the Holy Bible; everyone would know the One True GOD 

by now; or at least know about Him (only the most wicked refusing to repent).  God has been providing 

these times of Light on earth at 500 year intervals for the generations of the history of mankind. Around 

the 1500s we had pervasive "dark age" ignorance addressed by our Creator; as the Bible was being 

made available to the masses by Gutenberg's Press, and the efforts of such men like William Tyndale. 

 Prominent reformers like Martin Luther and John Knox came on the scene.  But since Christ we look not 

just at 500 year intervals for the 7 Messengers, the 7 Stars, the 7 Lights, 7 Lamps, 7 Candles, 7 Angles, 7 

Spirits, but we look for such as were Apostles with Signs Following; with Scrolls (wrote or dictated to be 

written books of Divine Inspiration; as True as the Canonized Holy Bible) Messengers that rebuilt the 

Church upon the True Foundation, Delivered the oppressed from darkness, lies and deceptions, restored 

the Church to right living before our Creator.  http://endtimemessage.info/wmb.htm  and 

 http://endtimemessage.info/scab.htm  I know 7 Messengers have come; I have not seen who they were 

by Direct Divine Revelation; nor, when I read Branham's work did He claim to have seen exactly who 

they were; but by combination of Divine Revelation of the Seven Church Ages; he claimed to have 

identified them. (As the links show)  Again, the Most Prominent Messengers have Apostolic Signs 

confirming their Ministry, and Scrolls opened (Divinely Inspired Books) and their impact on the Church is 

so noteworthy as to be recorded in history for posterity.  (The Holy Bible records Paul was the First of 

the 7, but the others Branham mentions might not be as familiar to most, so they should do research on 

them.  Branham states he prayed, meditiated and did not idlely conclude who these Messengers were:  

http://www.williambranhamhomepage.org/airen.htm#MESSENGERand http://www.williambranhamho

mepage.org/amartin.htm#MESSENGERand http://www.williambranhamhomepage.org/acolum.htm#ME

SSENGERand http://www.williambranhamhomepage.org/aluther.htm#MESSENGERand http://www.willi

ambranhamhomepage.org/awesley.htm#MESSENGERand http://www.williambranhamhomepage.org/a

branham.htm#MESSENGER 

  

When you read things like http://biblehub.com/hosea/6-2.htm 

"He will revive us after two days; He will raise us up on the third day, That we may live before Him." 
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that the Hebrew word for day has other meanings in the scriptures than 24 hours. You have to think on 

the context and find out if that is an AGE or EPOCH and furthermore, you have to remember GOD talks 

about things past, present and future from the Perspective of Eternity.  So the first DAY in this case is 

the world that existed from Adam to Noah and perished in the Flood (In that DAY there were 7 

prominent men and the 8th came through the water that purged and cleansed the world from sin and 

entering into the Ark with GOD, came out upon a new creation cleansed from all kinds of demonic evil 

that had ensued upon earth at the end of that 1st Great Day/Age/Epoch then followed a 2nd Epoch of 6 

dark world empires, Judges, Prophets, Deliverers, World Wars against God's People and the LAW (Torah) 

Old Covenant Prevailed from the Beginning until the SON of GOD, YAHOSHUAH, came down and 

Incarnated upon the Earth (5500 years altogether from the Beginning) to Mark the MORNING of the 6th 

GREAT DAY on earth at the Precise Time Appointed. (see bethlehemstar.net) So after two epochs/days 

MESSIAH came and with that DAY STAR now ALL MANKIND can KNOW HIM "live before Him" HE IS THE 

RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE!  The whole of mankind are as the walking dead until they come to LIFE 

EVERLASTING; by receiving into their own person HE WHO IS THAT LIFE ETERNAL!   But can you also 

understand how this is also showing the ONE GREAT DAY? How that PRIOR to Christ Incarnate the 

WHOLE WORLD WAS IN DARKNESS, EVEN the ISRAELIS only had the Light of Prophets, not the Presence 

of the HOLY GOD within and upon them! (because at that time the world was void, darkness was upon 

the "face of the deep" (the sea of humanity was in darkness, sin, wickedness) BUT the SPIRIT of GOD 

MOVED UPON the face of the waters, (HE WOULD ANOINT WITH HIS SPIRIT Prophets, Kings, Deliverers, 

but not all the people) So prior to Christ; Law, (death reigned) darkness, ignorance, the whole of 

humanity; but for a few chosen, mass humanity did not KNOW GOD personally and unite with Him in 

Holiness.  So AFTER those TWO DAYS/EPOCHS (1-the world that perished before Noah the 8th 

man/Messenger since the Beginning, 2- the Old Covenant Law/Moses and DEATH upon all mankind 

thereby reigned) UNTIL CHRIST!  He Sent His Word and Healed the Breach! He Sent His RESURRECTING 

POWERFUL WORD such that EVERYONE can now approach our HOLY CREATOR and KNOW HIM 

PERSONALLY! AND EVEN BETTER, after being washed by the HOLY SHED BLOOD OF CHRIST CRUCIFIED 

(SPIRITUALLY CLEANSED FROM ALL SINS) ALL OF US CAN NOW UNITE WITH THE HOLY GOD; BY HIS HOLY 

SPIRIT AND BE ANOINTED WITH THAT VERY SAME SPIRIT THAT WAS UPON AND WITHIN THE GREAT 

PROPHETS, THAT VERY HOLY SPIRIT OF OUR CREATOR!  NOW WE ALL CAN LIVE IN HIS PRESENCE BEFORE 

HIM! 

  

WHEN CHRIST SHOUTED "IT IS FINISHED!" This is what our CREATOR SAID at the close of the 6th DAY! 

and then HE RESTED on the 7th Day!  The earth due to those who are choosing to rebel is a BattleField a 

WAR ZONE the darkness is resisting the LIGHT of the DAY STAR that is sweeping lies and deceptions 

away such that all mankind, every man, woman and child can KNOW and communicate directly with the 

Creator of the Universe.  This means the devils that have been deceiving mankind will no longer enslave 

and have power over them; they are desperate now for they know their time is short and is why the 

satanic nwo is frantically moving on with their agenda at unprecedented haste.  So Genesis is talking 

about all these things that our Creator expounds on in His Word. This is Why in the 7th day of Joshua 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbethlehemstar.net%2F&h=wAQGgsENP&s=1


there were 7 trumpet blasts; to show us AFTER YAHOSHUAH Incarnated and Showed us the Way to the 

PROMISED LAND, HE WOULD SEND 7 Messengers (Paul was the First) IN THE 7th GREAT DAY (but I am 

being redundant you can read all these things 

inhttp://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronologi

calExistenceExplained.pdf  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/TheFirstResurr

ection.pdf  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Explanations%

20(2)%20(2).pdf  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-is-the-fulfillment-of-

the-law-torah-and-prophets/579365918809038; in which, I cover these things in detail and show some 

visual aides to convey what our Creator taught me concerning these things.  I suggest you download 

them, print them off, keep copies as I am keeping all these things online by much prayer and effort due 

to the dark forces that have come against me; I fight daily to make these things known to the Church 

and the whole world at this time. (fight to stay incarnate long enough to make them known and fight for 

the means to keep them online and available to you all) 

  

  

  

The attacks on my life have left me extremely health challenged, I need your prayers, even though I am 

a Web Design Specialist the energy it takes to type all the reams God had me write is much for me to say 

the least and it has become even difficult for me to upload documents.  I have pages of visual aid charts 

in writing but I wanted to use software to clean them up and make them more legible for all, but the 

software I had (Adobe professional suite) the company decided to unilaterally declare it obsolete and so 

expensive software I can't even use because the company wanted to make more profit in selling new 

software by rendering perfectly good ones obsolete. (It would work just fine on my system but they no 

longer provide the "authentication code" to activate it, even though we paid for it we can't use it 

because of their GREED!) Crime is becoming so rampant businesses defraud the public openly like this 

now.  Anyway, I have not been able to afford the new version and not really wanting to do business with 

swindlers; but unfortunately they have virtually monopolized this quality software and lead the way in 

the industry. (sadly; because their business ethic is obviously terrible)  Anyway, I may upload my 

unedited scribbled notes and charts as visual aids regardless, I have been praying about it.  (I am loathe 

to present anything that is not the best I can do under the circumstances; so I am frustrated that; as a 

professional web designer, very expensive software I paid for I can no longer use; for no other reason 

other than illegal action on the part of corporate GREED!  (which is why www.blastthetrumpet.org is so 

amateur looking (extreme physical suffering and loss of my tools/software of one of my professions (I 

had to remove all the sites I had previously designed as I could no longer afford to keep them up on my 

limited income.)  sorry about the side note - I just hope people realize that I fight with all my strength 

daily just to remain incarnate and as such download my notes and videos please; as I don't know how 

long I can manage to keep them online.  I am of course trusting our Lord and His Word for a full recovery 
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to good health; but it has not happened yet. - https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/i-

am-humbly-asking-for-your-prayers-and-your-help/512370302175267  

and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/what-happened-to-me/546254465453517)  I 

am grateful for your prayers for a return to good health! (for all who are suffering on earth; many 

through no fault of their own; but due to reasons of very wicked and evil people attacking our 

lives: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101) 

  

http://godandscience.org/youngearth/six_days_of_creation.html  In writing this brief explanation, I find 

myself incapable of finding the words to accurately explain what our Creator has shown me over the 

years in so many dreams and visions; which is why when I write these things I know I will be 

misunderstood and I am not taking sides between young or old creationists - I present the link only to 

encourage thought, prayer and meditation and to realize we are ALL students before the TEACHER (our 

Creator).  I am only attempting to share enough to encourage others to PRAY, to SEEK TO KNOW AND 

LEARN FROM GOD DIRECTLY!  To have Him SHOW you personally such things and many 

more! http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/33-3.htm  I so wish (especially in Christ) people would not take up 

an attitude in such things of "I'm right! you're wrong!" but realize the depth of what GOD is telling us in 

His Word really is not so narrowly defined as many adamantly assert; but covers a great many 

connotations in even one word, one phrase, one sentence, one verse, etc. throughout all He Breaths, 

and All He Says.  Some correctly look at the YOM of Hebrew and see multiple definitions, and I am saying 

that at times GOD is covering ALL of them AT ONCE!  So you have to LOOK INTO HIS WORD for 

DEFINITIONS AND AT HIS CREATION for the matching correlations!  As such Genesis when looking at the 

physical connotations of all that is written and made manifest in Creation, we see new plants, new 

animals, new people, all being born day by day. (showing us Genesis IS YET BEING FULFILLED; not 

EXCLUSIVELY talking about things long past)  AND we see the "genesis" or beginnings of ALL that is 

mentioned in the days of Creation Account in Genesis Ch. 1 coming into manifestation simultaneously!  

(yet so many that think FIRST THIS, THEN THIS, THEN THIS, etc. and they read Revelation that way also 

Ch. 1 Ch. 2 etc and think those are chronological orders rather than just visions (many visions) all telling 

the SAME STORY, the SAME STORY that is being told in Genesis and throughout the Scriptures, but in 

different ways.  THAT STORY TO TELL THE GIST OF IT IS THAT ALL CREATION WAS BROUGHT INTO 

EXISTENCE BY OUR CREATOR.  HE INTENDED FOR US ALL TO GET ALONG, LOVE EACH OTHER, AND 

FELLOWSHIP WITH HIM AND ALL CREATION PEACEFULLY AND AFFABLY; BUT DARKNESS MANIFEST IN 

THAT SOME OF THE CREATURES HE MADE CHOSE NOT TO GET ALONG, CHOSE NOT TO FELLOWSHIP 

AFFABLY AND PEACEFULLY AND ACTUALLY BECAME EXCEEDING WICKED BY THEIR OWN CHOICE. SO 

GOD OUR CREATOR HAS BEEN SEPARATING THE LIGHT FROM THE DARKNESS, HAS BEEN SEPARATING 

THE TREE OF LIFE AND THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF EVIL, THE VINE OF HIS GARDEN FROM THE 

WILD VINE, THE WHEAT FROM THE TARES, THE ANGELS FROM DEMONS, THOSE WHO LOVE HIM FROM 

THOSE WHO HATE HIM, AND THERE IS A FIXED AMOUNT OF TIME TO THAT PROCESS THAT HAS BEEN 

OCCURING SINCE THE BEGINNING!  HE TELLS US THERE WILL BE AN END!  AN END IN WHICH THAT 

SEPARATION WILL BE PERMANENT AND EVERLASTING!  THAT THE RIGHTEOUS WILL NO LONGER BE 
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MALTREATED BY THE WICKED; BECAUSE THE WICKED WILL BE PERMANENTLY CONFINED!  And Genesis 

tells us these things in all the various ways I will now show you, just like the Feasts in the Law, just like 

the Book of Revelation and just like we observe moment by moment in 

Creation.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-is-the-fulfillment-of-the-law-torah-

and-prophets/579365918809038 

  

To think the "7 days of Creation" were 7 periods of our now 24 hour day that occurred thousands to 

billions of years ago, is not in keeping with what we observe at all.  Each moment, seeds are sown, trees 

grow, fires consume, babies are born, and species observed. Birth, genesis, mitosis, asexual and sexual 

reproduction of all kinds, while described by natural scientists when it is REALLY examined it is easy to 

see the SUPERNATURAL origins.  A life form that was not visible prior to conception, suddenly has its 

own genesis moment!  Instant by instant countless manifestations of genesis (from the categories of the 

6 days of making the visible from the invisible are observed)  Thus a proper understanding is not that the 

Biblical Account of Genesis happened in the past, but is describing the ongoing occurrence of how visible 

creation comes into existence by the Supernatural Auspices of our Eternal Creator; Intelligent Design 

SEEN or MADE VISIBLE in the former void of space over our perception of time. 

  

  

I will insert a side topic here.  Within the VISIBLE CREATION of SPACE TIME, which has a BEGINNING, an 

ORIGIN that can be ascertained simply by extrapolation from which all the galaxies are expanding from 

(look in the opposite direction of universal expansion by observing the direction of travel of many, 

MANY galaxies) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-xUAC9ya3o. While there are invisible properties 

(forms of energy) within SPACE TIME; acting upon VISIBLE matter and respective masses, there STILL 

exists VOID absolute VOID beyond the outer perimeter of SPACE TIME (the visible universe).  Please 

don't misunderstand me, I am not saying a magic fixed boundary exists around the universal space time 

expansion, I am only saying that no matter how far or how long the expansion of space time continues, 

that beyond those outer reaches exists VOID (no matter, mass, energy, time, visible creation).  I know 

because I have personally been there and because our Creator tells us this in His Word  (beginning at 14 

minutes in this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHr1tkYC_6Q  and 

continues https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AimvzvFnM0E and our Creator tells us of this void 

in http://biblehub.com/matthew/8-12.htm  and http://biblehub.com/matthew/25-30.htm) and because 

He revealed to me the process of how He Created the visible universe (or a method I should say for how 

a new visible universe could be accomplished) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ri3R6vFVfEg.  Even 

proponents of the many "big bang" theories (the many versions of them floating around the 

imaginations of those who struggle against reality; by attempting, in vain, to deny even the existence of 

our Eternal Creator; let alone His Revealed Truth declared in the Holy Bible to us all) realize there is such 

a thing as void (a region that has nothing of the visible universe; space time; in it); or I should say, at 

least some of them do.  But again, when you are attempting to do the impossible (explain the existence 
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of the universe; while denying our Eternal Creator who Made it); then all kinds of laughable nonsense is 

presented like thinking a "big bang" of anything explains what we observe 

ubiquitously.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-world-of-

lies/622590531153243 

  

So the ability to observe ongoing genesis moments of all the many things listed in Genesis Ch. 1 tells us 

the SEVEN DAYS OF CREATION, as described therein, have not been fulfilled yet (from our perspective in 

created space time, visible universe).  From the perspective of Eternity, all things have been fulfilled 

(http://biblehub.com/romans/4-17.htm  and http://biblehub.com/ecclesiastes/3-15.htm)  and we have 

His Book that tells us how; but from our perspective ALL THINGS are still yet to be 

fulfilled.  http://biblehub.com/matthew/5-18.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/acts/1-16.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/luke/24-44.htm  So when I was having dreams and visions regarding the first 

chapter of Genesis, the Creation Account, I was seeing Huge Storehouses in Heaven that rained down 

visible manifestations of each of the "days" of Creation, (basically EVERYTHING our CREATOR has 

thought of; is MADE manifest in space over our concepts of time)  And they each APPEAR in their own 

due season according to His Predetermined Will!  Such that all the plants that become visible are like 

little drops of the third day rain (invisible creation - Creative Thought) that fall into earth (visible creation 

- process of MAKING Creative Thought have substance)  so all the plants have been thought of BEFORE 

they are MADE visible in earth http://biblehub.com/genesis/2-5.htm; but with each one that does; (the 

predetermined number of them are closer to being fulfilled); the entire "third day" is closer to being 

completed or coming visibly to pass.  And it is this same way for each of the "days" of Creation 

(manifestations of everything discussed by our Creator in Ch. 1 are coming into existence moment by 

moment until ALL is FULFILLED; like little drops of rain of everything about the 1st day, 2nd day, 3rd day, 

etc. fall from Creative Thought and into Visible Manifestation; until all those drops fulfill the 

predetermined limit of visible creation He has set - numbers of sand, stars, etc. even hairs are all 

counted and known by our 

Creator https://www.google.com/search?q=he+numbers+the+stars&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&oq

=he+numbers+the+stars&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l2.4696j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie

=UTF-8  

and https://www.google.com/search?q=even+the+hairs+on+your+head+are+numbered&rlz=1C1GIGM_

enUS535US535&oq=even+the+hairs+on+your+head+are+numbered&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=chr

ome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  Anyone who learns from Him realizes that this level of 

omniscience is not imaginary (only seems like that to those still lacking 

knowledge) https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-omniscience-of-our-

creator/603749679703995.  BUT in saying this, I AM NOT SAYING this is the ONLY meaning to Genesis!  

The order of the days are significant, they are not just talking about how God makes the invisible 

become visible in space over time; but about MANY other things! 
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My commentary on the meaning(s) of Genesis Ch. 1 is by NO MEANS exhaustive!  The reason God uses 

dreams and visions to teach us; is because it is so much more efficient in conveying concepts than just 

hearing or reading words; so much more knowledge can be conveyed by doing so and so much more 

rapidly.  As such my commentary fails to convey all I was shown; but I make the attempt; in order to get 

people curious enough to ASK OUR CREATOR to teach YOU 

personally!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/are-you-a-

christian/532952590117038 

  

http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/PublicLetters/AAAUpdatedPublicAlertsMattersofLifeandDeath/Are%2

0You%20A%20Christia1.pdf 

  

Genesis 1:1 - In the Beginning (Aleph-Tscet/Alpha-Omega), GOD created the heaven and the earth (all 

things invisible and visible were created by and within our Creator).  Yahoshuah Am Meschiach, aka 

Jesus the Christ, said, "I AM the Beginning and the End..."  http://biblehub.com/revelation/22-

13.htm,  http://biblehub.com/revelation/1-8.htm,  http://biblehub.com/isaiah/44-

6.htm,  http://biblehub.com/revelation/21-6.htm  and  visions were given to the prophets to show 

creation as being one with our 

Creator: http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChr

onologicalExistenceExplained.pdf  like a Bride and Bridegroom.  (this is also how I can easily assert that 

scientists who deny GOD's existence; claiming that they observe only natural processes (yet, none can 

explain the fundamental how or whys who hold such views) are actually looking at supernatural ones of 

how our Creator is present fulfilling His Word; throughout the universe (His Creation). Discovering 

enormous amounts of energy holding mass together is the evidence 

of http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm  and http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-3.htm.   And when 

they look at the miracle of tiny seeds storing information like 4d (I use 4d, because 3d, 2d, 1d are all just 

imagined dimensions in our 4d reality) DNA models of such vast quantities of information that even 

modern supercomputers fail at grasping it all.  One of the most ignorant and downright evil things 

mankind can do is alter those Intelligent Designs, by meddling with things they THINK they understand; 

but really do not (none of them are remotely knowledgeable enough to comprehend how such actions 

(setting off a chain of events like the creation of killer bees and invasive, devastating monocultures, and 

changing food supplies until they are poisonous, toxic or not even bio-available to us any longer) these 

meddling actions of altering DNA(genetic modifications) have FAR REACHING ramifications that threaten 

not just isolated ecosystems, but all life on the planet)!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/crimes-against-humanity/571080836304213  What I am getting at is these people who 

attempt to foolishly deny the existence of our Creator are not just a real danger to themselves, but to all 

the rest of us; and even a danger to all life on the planet! http://biblehub.com/hosea/4-6.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-22.htm   This is the reason all my notes plead with everyone to 

please choose to learn directly from our Creator! 
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Since Yahoshuah the Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ, was known also as "the Lamb that was slain" BEFORE 

or AT the Foundation of the World  http://biblehub.com/revelation/13-8.htm;  we KNOW that the 

Beginning began with the laying down of His Incarnate Form (the chief cornerstone of the NEW 

HEAVENS AND NEW EARTH - http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/5-17.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/ephesians/2-20.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/1_peter/2-5.htm  (this is what 

the Divine Revelation of Jerusalem the Bride, the City of GOD, the New HEAVENS AND EARTH really is - 

GOD in us, His Creation, and He in us, united as ONE -

 http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+17;  that's what the vision means or signifies. 

But it has ties all the way to the first words God had recorded for our instruction; in Genesis. 

  

So Genesis has layers of Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding in it; just like the rest of the Divinely 

Inspired Scriptures; such that we see many beginnings, or genesis events, moment by moment but two 

very prominent ones: the BEGINNING of all space time, the visible universe, and the Beginning of how 

our Creator is making it all NEW, HOLY, PURE, as HE INTENDED from the BEGINNING.  Our Creator 

selected an exact moment in space time to declare Himself and become visibly incarnate. The timing 

was so precise as to be easily identified in the Scriptures, in all of history, and even the very stars He 

made; announced the Event!  Not only do the stars tell the Gospel that is plainly written also in the Holy 

Bible; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM  but they CLEARLY declared the precise 

moment of our Creator's Incarnation;  http://www.bethlehemstar.net/  Again, just as He tells us in His 

Word: http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm   and  http://biblehub.com/psalms/19-1.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/genesis/37-9.htm  (the celestial ties to the terrestrial are not just observable 

scientific fact; but so much so; it is ridiculous to attempt to deny them any 

longer: http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChro

nologicalExistenceExplained.pdf)  The Seers have known of the link between the 12 tribes (mankind) and 

the Celestial Clock (stars, constellations) for millenniums.  The reason why mainstream strays from this 

knowledge is they rightfully ascertain demons have perverted it (like they do with all knowledge) in their 

deceiving ways of creating false attributes and astrological concepts; rather than just astronomical 

timing linked to historic and current events of mankind.  There is deeper knowledge regarding the 

Celestial ties to mankind; but it must always come from our Creator; so as not to be misunderstood in 

the many ways of what is now become the practice of people who profit from meddling with modern 

astrology; rather than the knowledge of the Seers/Prophets of God on this subject.  Then you also get 

scientists who discover the existence of astronomical cycles, motions of stellar and planetary bodies, 

even motions of dark matter, but while discovering the mechanism fail to acknowledge the Agency 

behind it all.  Those who know our Creator see the clear ties between His Instructions not only in His 

Word, the Holy Bible, but throughout His Creation. 
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When you combine the knowledge of the Genesis account of Creation, history, and what we observe in 

Creation (not just the prophecies, the Celestial Clock, constellations) but all the many conditions (the 

passing of five heads of the beast, dark kingdoms, the existence of the then sixth (Roman empire) the 

actual counting of days from the Beginning of the history of mankind to the INCARNATION of CHRIST our 

CREATOR; you will see how the LAW remained for 5500 years (the 5.5 cubit measurement total to hold 

the Commandments) AND the 6 evenings (1 day = 1000 years= 5500 years) and the fact Adam was made 

on the 6th day and so the 2nd ADAM appeared on the 6th day, etc. WHEN YOU SEE ALL THE MANY 

LAYERS OF KNOWLEDGE COMBINED, then you understand more fully the meanings of the Genesis 

Account (and all things).  Take a closer look at this chart; only visualize the 7th day beginning with the 

Resurrection of Christ (the top of the step line should begin at the cross) and then the 7 

Trumpets/Scrolls/Vials/Stars/Angels/Spirits/Thunders/etc.  that have followed.  

(https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-is-the-fulfillment-of-the-law-torah-and-

prophets/579365918809038  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronol

ogicalExistenceExplained.pdf  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Explanations%

20(2)%20(2).pdf  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/TheFirstResurr

ection.pdf) 

  

In one respect we see the Genesis Account of our Invisible Creator BEGINNING the 7 GREAT DAYS of 7 

millenniums of generations of mankind (and yet an eighth; again, read my cited expositions for an 

understanding of this) and in another respect we see HIM personally Beginning the 7 days IN THAT 7th 

GREAT DAY and the 8th brings the Glorious Resurrection, the Manifestation of God's Children, the New 

Heavens and New Earth!  (This is what the events of Joshua and Jericho signify); that Yahoshuah, the 

LORD of HOSTS would lead us into the PROMISED LAND, that in the 7th GREAT DAY of Creation, He 

would send 7 Messengers (Paul was the First) and when they appeared scrolls, books from God would 

become manifest! judgments poured out! warnings trumpeted! thunders heard! Lights from Above 

would Shine on Earth!  and this would only occur by Divine Timing and Predestination; Ordination; even 

the stars in the heavens bearing witness!   But this was not just shown by the historic event of Joshua 

and Israel marching around Jericho (Christ would come into this World, his followers would announce to 

the world the Gospel and then after the 7 trumps, would SHOUT and ascend in the Glorious 

Resurrection)! (It's amazing how many people laugh at the idea of the Resurrection, even though each 

day they lay down and take on the semblance of death, and each day they arise revived, and each year, 

the trees, and many green things whither, only to be revived with the coming of Spring; but more than 

this, we now have many thousands of documented cases of death experiences, beyond and back 

experiences, near death experiences in which people have medically died and been resuscitated; so if 

our Creator shows us it is obviously His Intention to Resurrect the Dead at the End of the Age of 

Darkness and the Beginning of the Everlasting Age of Enlightenment and Glory; then to disbelieve not 

only His Own Resurrection, but all to come; is really rather baseless, groundless; hopeless and yet 
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another one of the plethora of examples of willful ignorance far too many hold; while thinking they are 

educated; even intelligent and audaciously and arrogantly hold those of us who assert Truth in disdain 

and denigration.)   

  

Our Lord tells us that the 7 days in the 7th day would not occur until His Incarnation and Work of 

Redemption and Healing; in which He would empower and fill His People with His Own Spirit to 

Enlighten them; so they could Shine in this world of darkness during His Ascension into the Heavens and 

before His Glorious Return.  http://biblehub.com/isaiah/30-26.htm  So we know this occurred when He 

Suffered for us all to heal us and make us whole again! http://biblehub.com/isaiah/53-5.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/1_peter/2-24.htm  His announcement on the cross "IT IS FINISHED!" showed 

our INCARNATE CREATOR was entering into His Rest and Millennial Reign (during which time ALL His 

Enemies would be put under His Feet; the LAST Enemy to be Destroyed is death)  The Genesis Account 

tells us GOD Rested on the 7th day... "IT IS FINISHED!"  Christ only spoke GOD's 

WORDS! http://biblehub.com/john/12-50.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/john/12-49.htm  

and https://www.google.com/search?q=whatsoever+i+hear+the+father+speak+i+speak&rlz=1C1GIGM_

enUS535US535&oq=whatsoever+i+hear+the+father+speak+i+speak&aqs=chrome..69i57.9951j0j8&sour

ceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8  but for those who think I am stretching His meaning out 

of context; we have confirmation of this doctrine:  http://biblehub.com/hebrews/4-10.htm  SO FROM 

THE TIME CHRIST FIRST APPEARED UNTIL HE RETURNS IN GLORY IS ONE DAY IN WHICH THERE ARE 7 

DAYS to FULFILL ALL THE LAW! and to FULFILL ALL THINGS!  and that is 

what https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/christ-is-the-fulfillment-of-the-law-torah-

and-prophets/579365918809038  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/MansChronol

ogicalExistenceExplained.pdf  

and http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/Explanations%

20(2)%20(2).pdf  are all barely touching on.  If I were to type everything our Creator has revealed to me 

on this topic it would be a rather large set of volumes of many books; so I am only revealing what I think 

is sufficient to make my points and to encourage others to become students of the Greatest Teacher in 

the Universe - Our Eternal Creator; the ONE TRUE GOD! 

  

William Marrion Branham touched on who he believed the 7 Messengers were 

inhttp://www.biblebelievers.org.au/7chindx.htm  

and http://www.williambranhamhomepage.org/presca.htm  The reason I refer the Church to re-

examine his controversial life and doctrines, is that I myself received direct Divine Revelations BEFORE I 

EVER EVEN HEARD OF THIS PERSON, that fall in line with much of his own writings.  Like when He 

describes a vision he had of the 7 messengers in the form with the middle one tallest and the 3 on either 

side shorter. The 7 golden horns I saw in the open vision of the Glory of the LORD had that same shape 

as he described; only I had the vision BEFORE I ever read anything or even heard about Branham.  I knew 

and had written about these things BEFORE I ever came across even one mention of William Marrion 
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Branham.  So I refer you as in the mouth of two witnesses let such be confirmed (EVEN THOUGH I 

KNOW MUCH OF MAINSTREAM has rejected him and his doctrines; sadly) 

  

I will nonetheless acknowledge that while so many are distracted with the cares of this world GOD has 

been fulfilling HIS WORD; including sending those 7 Messengers referred to in the Book of Revelation. 

They have come already; the time is far spent; we are about to see the manifestation of the 8th and final 

anti-christ and the 8th Messenger of GOD!  (your lack of knowledge about events already past does not 

mean I'm a preterist)  I'm a realist who has, more than likely, studied these topics considerably more 

than those who level false allegations against me.  So if prophecies have been fulfilled or partially 

fulfilled I will say so; and prophecies that have yet to be fulfilled I will acknowledge.  I believe in Truth 

and find it a rather loathsome tendency of some to lump you into labels and categories; that no one 

actually fits perfectly into.  http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/3-3.htm  

and http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/3-4.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/3-7.htm  such 

labeling and boxes or categories are a way to neatly create divisions and also a way to falsely conclude 

that individuals believe all things associated with those labels or categories, when that is simply not 

true.  (Try to avoid placing people in categories or boxes; especially when it is most often done to 

minimize or denigrate or despise them).  In saying  that, I will say the vast majority of the scriptures have 

been fulfilled.  There is no doubt we are living in the end times and watching the end time events rapidly 

coming to pass before our eyes! https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-

divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783  and  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/our-creator-told-us-in-the-holy-bible-all-nations-would-be-deceived-by-

pharmaceu/511466405598990  and http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/documents/PoliceState.htm 

  

If you take the time to correlate the years of history, the world empires, the mathematical equivalences 

in God's Word, with the Genesis Account and the rest of the scriptures, you will understand more fully 

what I am explaining in this commentary and in the cited references within it.  (about the 7 GREAT DAYS 

and how After Christ's First Appearance, there would be 7 days within the 7th GREAT DAY; fulfilling all 

things)  If you at present disagree with this, I can only say READ, PLEASE READ, the cited references 

prayerfully.  

  

The Scriptures also record that "Heaven is my Throne and the earth is my 

footstool..." http://biblehub.com/isaiah/66-1.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/acts/7-49.htm  thereby 

meaning that the first verse of Genesis also holds that connotation.  In the BEGINNING, GOD CREATED 

His Throne and His Footstool.  Which lets us know that when we read He must reign until He makes all 

His enemies His footstool or places them under His Feethttp://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/15-25.htm  

and http://biblehub.com/psalms/110-1.htm  and http://biblehub.com/luke/20-

43.htm and  http://biblehub.com/hebrews/1-13.htm, http://biblehub.com/hebrews/1-14.htm  (those 

who are Faithful to GOD, our Creator, minister to His Creation (are for life, proper stewardship of 
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creation, tending to creation compassionately in that regard); while the enemies of GOD appear in earth 

(incarnate), hating GOD, our Creator, and so rape, pillage, plunder the earth; sowing death and 

destruction, murdering His Children greedily in that hatred of Him and His Creation. These Scriptures 

and what we observe taking place in the world that our Creator is telling us satanil and devils/demons 

will become incarnate, earth, visibly manifest; and when they do times of darkness, wickedness, death, 

destruction will follow (manifestations on earth of their dark hatred and vices within their evil wicked 

dark souls, wicked imaginations of pure evil causing deeds to be done that no one should conceive of).  

 http://biblehub.com/2_thessalonians/2-3.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/isaiah/14-16.htm  

and  http://biblehub.com/john/8-44.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/james/4-1.htm  

and  http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jude+1  (God's Children, holy spirits, minister, 

edify, build-up His Creation, tend to Life on the planet wisely; satanil and all devils, spirits of error, 

deceive, destroy and do every kind of evil sowing death and destruction foolishly and those wicked 

people are the manifestation of the falling away.  They ARE NOT poor lost sinners; they are THOSE WHO 

HEAR THE GOSPEL AND KNOWINGLY REJECT CHRIST, THE GOD OF ALL CREATION; and instead openly 

HATE HIM and HIS INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIFE CONTAINED IN THE HOLY BIBLE; they plot to lie, deceive, 

murder, enslave, rape, are greedy and unrepentant from every kind of sin and vice.  

(http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442  

and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/treatise-on-greed-and-

corruption/517410181671279  and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/satanism-fools-

who-want-to-burn-forever-represent-a-threat-to-themselves-and-all/554580804620883   that brings 

abouthttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/blasphemy-and-idolatry/568026456609651for the purpose 

of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101  and  http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/islam-is-evil-and-

any-worldview-that-calls-for-genocides-and-extreme-violence-

to/560337004045263 and    http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-dangers-of-

remaining-ignorant-about-the-times-we-are-living-in/557410497671247  

andhttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/blasphemy-and-

idolatry/568026456609651and http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/warning-weve-

been-invaded-and-infiltrated-our-nation-is-under-attack/566322743446689  they are SO EVIL they 

purposely DESTROY, SOW DEATH AND DESTRUCTION (enjoy creating hell on earth) and ALTERING, 

GENETICALLY MODIFYING the Designs by our Creator to bring into existence abominations, and things so 

perverse they actually threaten all life on the planet (corruption and wickedness so severe that our 

Creator saw it necessary to wipe them off the face of the earth in Noah's Day with the Flood) and now 

that they are committing these same atrocities global incineration is at 

hand.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-

bestials-hybrids/570496899695940  READ THE NOTES ON PROPAGANDA, SATANISM, ISLAM, CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY;  these are very wicked persons that are bringing on DIVINE WRATH prophesied 

with regards to the end times!   (devils have become incarnate and weak to be incinerated by the 

brightness of our Lord's Return; not just in outpoured judgments that happen before His Return!) -

 http://biblehub.com/2_thessalonians/2-8.htm  and  http://biblehub.com/2_peter/3-7.htm)  Notice in 
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the next verse Peter tells us these judgments will occur during the 7th Day (Millennial Reign) in which all 

God's enemies are being made earth, visibly manifest and during which time the Redeemed are 

ascending to thrones to Reign with 

Him. http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ephesians+2%3A1-6&version=AMP   notice how 

we were dead in our sins; but in receiving Christ HE RAISED US UP AND MAKES US TO SIT IN HEAVENLY 

PLACES! ... "Heaven is my throne..." = heavenly places; with Him who is sitting on His Throne, are 

thrones!http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/HistoricalTestimonyandMinistry/TheFirstR

esurrection.pdf  (continued on 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/commentary-on-genesis-ch-1-part-

1/625369024208727 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/commentary-on-genesis-ch-1-part-

3/625382837540679 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/commentary-on-genesis-ch-1-part-

4/625387197540243 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/commentary-on-genesis-ch1-pt-

5/625397654205864 
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